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Abstract: Uyghur literature is a part of great Turkic literature, when we research Uyghur literature we have to
remember there are two main parts of it, one is Xinjang Uyghur literature, another is Kazakhstani Uyghur
literature, so Ilya Bakhtiya is a representative of Kazakhstani Uyghur literature. He is the poet of 20  centuryth

with not only Soviet ideology but also with strong, humanistic characteristics and he is a national Uyghur poet,
who is popular not only for the period of his lifetime, but also for all Kazakhstani Uighurs from 7 till 70. Many
his poems know by heart all Uighurs which underline his popularity and his style, language simple and
outstanding for many generations.
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INTRODUCTION instead has come to refer to the latest Uyghur newcomers,

I am a representative of Uyghur Diaspora of as wätändin, or "people from the homeland") [1]. Today,
Kazakhstan, as other Uyghurs I have multiple identities, Kazakhstan is often a transit point for Uyghur migration
I finished mixed Kazakh-Uyghur School and graduated to Western Europe and North America; most Uighurs in
from Kazakh Department of university and became a countries like Norway and Canada come from Central Asia
teacher of English Language and Literature. The Uyghur rather than China [4].
people has spread, at times, throughout Eastern and According to the data from Kazakhstan Ethnographic
Central Asia. The Uighurs now mostly live in their map made by the Centre of interethnic relations research
homeland, the Xinjiang Uyghur Autonomous Region in of the Ministry of Culture of Kazakhstan, there are more
China. Until recently, Uighurs made up the largest ethnic than 300 thousand people of Uyghur origin, which
group in that region. Minority Uyghur populations also constitutes 15% of the population of Kazakhstan. The
live in Kazakhstan, Turkmenistan, Kyrgyzstan, public association “The Republican Cultural Centre of
Uzbekistan, Tajikistan and other neighboring countries. Kazakhstani Uighurs” acts as a front office of the Uyghur

Uyghur Diaspora in Kazakhstan: Uyghur diaspora in mass media is mostly situated in the locations of Uighurs.
Kazakhstan can be roughly divided into three groups There are several printed media published in Almaty and
based on the time of their ancestors' migration. The Almaty district. Kazakh radio broadcasts a daily 15 min
earliest, the yärlik ("locals"), are those who have been in programme in the Uyghur language.
the country the longest [1]. They came to various areas of Kazakhstan is particularly proud of the only one State
Kazakhstan, especially Semirechie, in the late 19th and Uyghur Drama Theatre of Musical Comedy named after
early 20  century [2]. Most of the more than 200,000 Kozhamiyarov on the territory of Commonwealth ofth

Uighurs in Kazakhstan trace their roots to the migrations Independent States. There is Faculty on Uyghur studies
during the 1950s and 1960s. They tend to refer to in the Institute of Oriental Studies of RK Science
themselves as kegänlär, literally "newcomers" [3]. Others Academy as well as the Uyghur writers Department in
used to call them kitailik ("Chinese"), but now the more Writers Union of Kazakhstan. There are 3 purely Uyghur
commonly used term has become köchäp kegän; kitailik and 3 mixed Uyghur schools in Almaty city and also, in

those who have arrived since the 1990s (also referred to

ethnicity and is officially registered.. The national Uyghur
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Panfilovsk, Uyghur and Talgar districts of Almaty oblasts like their religion.  [6] So, many Uighurs do follow this
11 schools function in Uyghur language and another 47 statement, they live in different continents, countries,
Uyghur mixed schools contain thousands of pupils [5]. they know state language of their country but do not
Comparing many countries and ex-Soviet Union countries, forget “their own”, in order to keep own help different
Kazakhstani Uighurs are lucky, as we have lots of sources as literature, schools, newspapers and magazines
opportunities and challenges to keep our culture, and so on. We can say completely that he has different
traditions and language due to the policies of Kazakhstan. identities as an artistic person, first of them is he is

Ilya Bakhtiya's Biography: Kazakhstani readerships can spacious, wide and hospitable country in Kazakhstan, he
acknowledge with Ilya Bakhtiya's creativity from 5  grade finishes Kazakh school and graduated from Universityth

of school textbooks of Uyghur Literature and till 11  grade with specialty of Kazakh language and Literature, first histh

his creativity is divided into several parts according to poems were written in Kazakh, his idol was the great
genres and theme, so each year we can know him from Kazakh poet Abay, whose method of eight line poems I.
new side. Bakhtiya used in his native poetry as the first Uyghur

One of the gifted Uygur authors of the twentieth poet. He was a bridge between Kazakh-Uyghur literature,
century, exactly relating to the authors of post-war time he had many Kazakh poets-friends and translated many
I.Bakhtiya was born in 1932 in Kazakhstan, Almaty region, literary works from Kazakh into Uyghur language, so we
Uygur district, in the village Achinoka. His father died can see his role as a translator and connector of two
when he was a child and his uncle took him to Samarkand. nations as Kazakh and Uygur.
There at the age of five, he learned by heart Uzbek’s Beller and Leerssen also assert that: “Identity
national epic “Alpamish” and immediately started his becomes to mean being identifiable and is closely linked
education from the third form. In 1941 the Great World to the idea of ‘permanence through time’: something
War II began and I.Bakhtiya’s uncle, brother joined the remaining identical with itself from moment to moment”[7].
army and he returned to his native land. He went through I. Bakhtiya is an author of both political and patriotic
hard times of war. During his childhood, he and his peers poetry. He is Uighur who was born in Kazakhstan, got
worked as adults as many men and young people joined knowledge and grew up in wide, spacious land of
the army and only children, women and old people stayed Kazakhstan, he is fond of native village, mountain, fresh
in the village. air. It is a land for its freedom struggled his sister, brother,

As an amateur poet, he started writing poems in his uncle and it is a land where he and his peers gave all their
school years from 1946. If we talk about time when the strength, youth in order to keep friend. He was interested
author started to become familiar to readers we can find it in own history and origin, so he dedicated the group of
in the middle of the1950s when his first poems were poems to this theme, as Uyghurlarni tonushturush
published in the collection “Daslapki kadam” (“The First ( Acknowledgment of Uygurs ), Bovilar ostini
Step”) with poems of other young poets in 1954. His ( Grandfathers' rivers ), Sharkiy Turkistan zari  ( The
individual book was published in 1956 and called Grief of East Turkistan ), Mukamlar muhabbiti  ( Love of
“Dostlarga soga” (“Present to friends”) and consist of Mukams ).
seventy-two poems. As Uyghur author he tried to avoid different kinds of

He graduated from Kazakh Pedagogical Institute borrowings as Arabic, Persian and Tajik and purify the
named after Abay on specialty philology in 1957 and literary Uyghur language by using Turkic, Uyghur words.
started to work as a teacher in small village, soon in Even being a Kazakhstani Uyghur, Soviet poet he still
publishing house Zhazushy  ( The Writer ) and then in keeps his origin and wants to introduce it both to Uighurs
Radio and Television Committee. In 1973 he went to and rest of people of the world.
Moscow to study in Literary High Course and graduated Many his poems became popular among Uighurs not
it in 1975 and this experience was really fruitful for his only in Kazakhstan but in Xingjian too, today many
future creativity. He acknowledged his own tradition, Uighurs know it by heart as it became a song as other his
culture, literature and language to other nations when he 30 poems.
studied at High Literary Course in Moscow. Ilya Baxtiya Poet wrote this poem far from his land, it is not just
died in 1987 at the age 55. description but prescriptive one, Ilya Bakhtiya wants to

Eric Hobsbawm says What people spoke or wrote keep good qualities and avoid, get rid of bad manners and
among themselves was nobody's business but their own, habits which make harm to Uyghur nation. 

Uyghur poet, Kazakhstani Uyghur poet, he was born in
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He was born and lived during Soviet Union  time,  he Ilya Bakhtiya is poet-humanist , even living in
was Soviet poet, he grew up in wishing, waiting strong communist ideology and Soviet time, he still
communism and was an exemplary communist, who had stayed versatile author, who tried to be well-informed in
party ticket. There are many poems which were written at many world issues and evaluate them according to
the beginning of his creativity, when he was schoolboy, common ideas, his attitudes, viewpoints we can find in his
which are full of Soviet Idealism, patriotism. works as Kul bazirida , ( In Slave's Bazaar ), Kan bilan

As any child of Soviet period he was a fan of Lenin, jezilgan khat , ( A Leter written by Blood ), Azatlik
he and many his peers were grew up in S social jolidiki azaplik jol , ( Hard way to Freedom ), Kichikkina
atmosphere of that time and strongly believed that all Tompson , ( Little Thomson ) and etc.
people are equal and there are only brilliant future will wait In this poem author depicted the realistic American
of each Soviet child. picture of that time, how Soviet people imagined it, that

As from the history is known the Soviet people everywhere injustice, American nationalism were not
suffered hard from the Great World War II, from 1939 till equal as Soviet people, without money you are no one,
1945 then continued it for struggling the Chinese People even you can dye in starving, there is still slavery and
Republic, so poet's childhood was during that period, moral humiliation, racial discrimination and he can give
there are many poems devoting to the theme patriotism, real awful weather of that cruel society, where people,
motherland and freedom. War is Death, war is exactly children suffer.
unhappiness, war is grief, it takes lives of many people, it In the next poem Ilya Bakhtiya gives another example
parts people from each other, sons from mothers, husband of discrimination and humiliation of 18  century, where
from wives, children from fathers, it is the human calamity people were as goods, they can be sold and bought,
and only wish of people is peace. These poems devoted humanity, human rights were completely exhausted. As
to those  hard  years: Zhillar khatirisi , ( Memory of feudalistic and capitalistic layer appreciate money, wealth
those years ), Ikki uzitish , ( Two send-off ), Urush but not human being. Of course we can see the impact of
zhilliridiki jeza manzirisi , ( The Description of village in Soviet ideology to Soviet authors and they want to
war years ), Urush bashlangan kun , ( The Day when concentrate on human's rights and to illustrate the
war started ) and etc. During years people waited their importance among Soviet people, equality and friendship.
lovely people with great expectation, they believed to One of the topics, which author addressed for many
Victory, for bright future and unity of all members of times is the role of poet, writers, art people, their
family, so in the next verse poet describes the happy day importance, their value. So, the next poem dedicated to
of all soviet people, the 9  of May 1945 Soviet soldiers great Russian classic, author of hundreds masterpieces toth

won and brought peace and calmness for whole Soviet A.S. Pushkin. 
people. With the help of poem author tries to indicate

When we analyze poet's works we can remind that importance of Pushkin to Russians, Soviet people, to
when we was young and at the beginning of his creativity whole humanity, his works are treasure of world literature
work, he was optimist and proud of the Soviet Union and and poets-writers are bridge between nations and maybe
we can see many poems-slogans which all poets of that themselves they cannot be bridge among past and
time used. Friendship among all nations, tranquility in the present or present and future, but their poems certainly
country, the life and activity of great proletarians were the connect time, they are connectors of human feelings
basic topics. However, Ilya Bakhtiya was also critic and which will not change due to social, financial or political
criticized negative points of Soviet regime and was issues, peace for future generations.
against of bureaucratism; people who were lack of good
knowledge and make mountains out of molehills. In his Ilya Bakhtiya's Creativity: Research based on his
satires Kitaplar arizisi  ( Books' Affirmation ), Agriklar , creativity are very few, Uyghur literary critics include his
( Diseases ), Khotak bari bir eshak bolidu , ( Neddy will works and made general analysis of Uyghur Soviet Poets
become Donkey ) and fables Ay bilan pistak , ( Moon and many diploma papers were written based on his works
and Puppy ), Ikki uzitish , ( Two Bulls ), Bjurokrat and creativity, also his friend famous literary scholar
shirkhan , ( Burocrat sher Khan ), he criticized Soviet Savutzhan Mollavutov wrote monograph Uyghur
Heads and people who were used to live in same regime adabiyati davanliri , ( Hights of Uyghur Literature )
and wanted others to follow and selfish people, who do dedicated one Chapter to the works and creativity of Ilya
not care about others. Bakhtiya. Unfortunately, there are no other major

th
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researches and works, about Ilya Bakhtiya. Works of I. rhetoric, poetry of 30  slogan went to new forms of artistic
Bakhtiya can find right way to the heart of his readers. Me expression.
and many generations grew up by his poems, lyrics, we The Collection Hunirinni sinap bak, tez okup, tez
know many of his works by heart, which show his sozlap bak  ( Let’s check your skills, read and speak
popularity among whole Uygur society in Kazakhstan and quick ) helps children to develop phonetic skills and to
even in some parts of Xinchang. improve speech and reading habits. Children memorized

He is the author of fifteen books and two main poems them by heart. The depth of thought, open-mindedness of
as Bakhit kushi  ( The Bird of Happiness ) Tyan-Shan the poet, high professional level allowed him to create
djigiti  ( Man of Tyan-Shan ). His was sighted since original works in various genres of children's poetry:
childhood and during hard times of war; he started to riddles, tongue twisters, satirical poems, etc. Deep poetic
write letters and poems to husbands, fathers and flair of folklore allowed Bakhtiya to create so bright in
sweethearts who struggled in battles for freedom, form and in content original number patters. His poetry
happiness and peace in their place, in the Motherland. has played a crucial role in bringing together the literature
Ilya Baktiya was a versatile author, who wrote about and children's oral poetic creativity. The subject of
everything; in his poetry readers can find answers to their attention of the poet has become child psychology:
questions. Love, labour, motherland, life and death, through the lens of the psychological characteristics of
poetry, humanity, freedom and friendship are basic children, it traces the differentiation of the actions of the
themes of his poetry. hero. In his work clearly we can see the trend in

From his first collections many critics valued him as understanding child psychology [9].
an innovator of political lyrics, satires and children poetry,
so he is one of poets of post-war period, who worked till The Main Feutures of Ilya Bakhtiya's Poetry Structure:
the end of his life in the field of children literature. He was According to researchers in Turkic poetry, there are four
not only children's poet, but also he wrote an analytical main tendencies like:
article Kichiklargimu chon adabiyat kerak  ( Children
need a big literature ) in 1961 [8]. As a result he published Rhyme and syntactic parallelism
about five books for children. The author attempts to Tonic-temporal tendency
comprehensively analyze the situation in children's Direct syllabic tendency
literature, refers to the folk roots, seeking common ground Direct alliteration tendency 
literature and pedagogy, aims to identify the causes of the
backlog of children's literature and calls upon the leading According to another world classification on system
writers I.Iskanderov, H.Abdullin, I. Bahniyazov writing for and structure of poetry there are two main branches:
children. In 1963, Ilya Bakhtiya again writes about quantitative and qualitative. Quantitative branch
children's literature in the pages of newspaper "Flag of subdivided into metrical and tonical and qualitative
Communism ", "Children's literature needs serious subdivided into syllabic and syllabic-tonic groups [10].
attention." Ilya Bakhtiya's poetry relate to syllabic tendency

Ilya Bakhtiya's children poetry is popular among rather than metrical one, also in most poems he uses short
children, which shows he quickly get used to the syllable lines as 3+4= 7, 4+3=7 or 5+4=9, 4+5=9. Syllabic
children's environment, children quickly learn by heart tendency was the widespread structure among ancient
them. The depth of thought, open-mindedness, high Turkic poets, about it wrote M. Kashkari in his work
professional level and at the same time, simple speech of “Diuanu Lugat it-Turk” [11], so this fact proves us Ilya
the poet allowed him to create original works in various Bakhtiya used oral traditions and folklore in his poetry.
genres of children's poetry: riddles, tongue twisters, Ilya Bakhtiya uses common, national language
satirical poems and so on. Poet tried to call children to without complex structural issues and inversions, also he
moral, ethical, aesthetic qualities and to be friends with did not use free rhyme he uses Turkic rhyme in his poetry.
books and labour, to love the motherland and mother Kazakhstani scholar on Uyghur literature Makhmut
tongue, to discern good and bad habits and of course to Abdrurakhmanov mentioned: The main distinguishing
respect elders and to be real inheritors of valuable feature of poetry Ilya Bakhtiya is a quest in the traditional
tradition, culture etc. colours and motifs to tell his personal, intimate. As a

Thus, the 50  began a new milestone in the history of person and as a poet Ilya Bakhtiya formed in a period ofth

children's literature that is gradually getting rid of the an important social and political events, and due to it his

th
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character traits such as originality in thinking and 2. Laruelle, Marlène and Peyrouse, Sebastien, 2009.
ignoring conventional dogma, etc. They can be regarded "Cross-border Minorities as Cultural and Economic
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more deep thinking than the short-term sense, more bitter The Discourse of Control over China's Northwest
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its value, in its artistic force” [12]. Universitat Bern, ISBN 3-906465-25-X (55p, 88p).
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